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CITY COUNCIL 
AGENDA REPORT 

 

Subject: BYLAW 23/2015, SCHEDULE F, BUILDING HEIGHTS 
FOR GRANDIN MALL REDEVELOPMENT 

 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
That Bylaw 23/2015 be read a third and final time.  

 
Purpose of Report 
 
The purpose of Bylaw 23/2015 is to align the allowable building height of five (5) 
storeys and 20 meters in Schedule F of the Direct Control Mixed Use (DCMU) 
District with the Downtown Area Redevelopment Plan (DARP). 
 
Council Direction 
 
One June 1, 2015, the following motions were passed: 
 
(C309-2015)  
That Bylaw 23/2015, being Amendment 124 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2005, be 
read a first time. 
 
(C310-2015)  
That Bylaw 23/2015 be read a second time. 
 
On June 15, 2015, the following motion was passed: 
 
(C318-2015)  
That a new Public Hearing be held on Bylaw 23/2015. 
 
Background and Discussion 
 
On June 1, 2015 Council held a public hearing and gave first and second reading 
to Bylaw 23/2015.  On June 15, 2015 Council passed a motion to hold a second 
public hearing at a later date on Bylaw 23/2015, in order to consider new 
information.   
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The proposed bylaw amendment brings the Land Use Bylaw into closer alignment 
with DARP (Attachment 2).  An increase from 4 storeys (14 m) to 5 storeys (20 m) 
is proposed in Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw.  Full discussion of the proposed 
amendment can be found in the June 1, 2015 Agenda Report (Attachment 6).  
 
 
 
Stakeholder Communications or Engagement 
 
After the public hearing was closed on June 1, 2015, Council received five (5) 
additional communications from the public.  Four (4) letters were in support of the 
development and one (1) email was in opposition. 
 
Attachment 5 is a summary of the comments received from the application 
circulation in April 2015, as well as comments received after June 1, 2015 as well 
as copies of the letters received after June 1, 2015 (Attachment 5, Circulation 
Comments). 
 
Implications of Recommendation(s) 
 
a) Financial: 

• None at this time. 
 

b) Legal / Risk: 
• As previously noted, the City’s land use regulations must be consistent.  

Inconsistency results in a lack of certainty for the public and staff, and 
related decisions on development permit applications become vulnerable to 
legal challenge. 
 

c) Program or Service:   
• None at this time. 
 

d) Organizational: 
• None at this time. 

 
Alternatives and Implications Considered 
 
If Council does not wish to support the recommendation, the following alternatives 
could be considered: 
 
a) Do nothing, in which case the allowable height for the subject site, per 

Schedule F of the Direct Control Mixed Use district, would remain 4 storeys (14 
m) and would not align with the Downtown Area Redevelopment Plan (DARP)  
this action would continue to leave the Land Use Bylaw inconsistent with 
DARP. Should the status quo remain, it is unknown whether Amacon would 
proceed with their proposed development. 
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Strategic Connections 
 
a) Council’s Strategic Outcomes and Priorities (See Policy C-CG-02) 

• CULTIVATE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY:  A diversified, robust and resilient 
economic foundation to support growth and community service delivery. 

• CULTIVATE SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES:  A 
growing community that has balanced development and management of 
civic facilities, transportation networks and related services. 

• CULTIVATE A SAFE, HEALTHY AND INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY:  A 
community that provides opportunities for everyone to realize their potential 
in a thinking, caring and connected way. 

 
b) Long Term Plans (e.g. MDP, Social Master Plan, Cultural Master Plan, etc.) 

• Municipal Development Plan Bylaw 15/2007. 
• Downtown Area Redevelopment Plan Bylaw 5/2010. 

 
c) Corporate Objectives (See Corporate Business Plan) 

• Exercise strong fiscal management 
 

Council Policies 
• Not applicable. 
 
Other Plans or Initiatives (Business Plans, Implementation Strategies, etc.) 
• Not applicable. 

 
Attachment(s) 
 

1. Bylaw 23/2015, Amendment 124 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2015, Schedule F 
2. DARP, Figure 33, Building Heights 
3. Staging Map, 20A & 22 Sir Winston Churchill Ave. 
4. Transcript, Public Consultation Session, March 2014 
5. Circulation Comments, Amendment to Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw 
6. June 1, 2015 Agenda Report (previously circulated, without attachments) 

 
 
 
Originating Department(s): Planning & Development 
Author(s): 
General Manager Approval: 

Karen Oxley, Planner 
Gilles Prefontaine, Chief Community Development Officer 

 
City Manager Signature:   

Date: 
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  BYLAW 23/2015 (Page 1) 

 

CITY OF ST. ALBERT 

BYLAW 23/2015 

 
Being Amendment 124 to Land Use Bylaw 9/2005 

   
             
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the City of St. Albert, duly assembled, hereby 
ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 
 
1. Bylaw 9/2005, being the Land Use Bylaw, is amended by deleting Schedule 

“F” in its entirety and replacing it with the attached Schedule “F”, Building 
Heights for Grandin Mall Redevelopment. 

 
2. The Chief Administrative Officer is authorized to consolidate Bylaw 9/2005. 
 
READ a first time this 1st day of June, 2015.  
 
READ a second time this 1st day of June, 2015. 
 
READ a third time this                  day of                            , 2015. 
 
 
SIGNED AND PASSED this             day of                            , 2015. 
 
 
 
 
 
   

MAYOR 
 

  
  
   

CHIEF LEGISLATIVE OFFICER 
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SNOW'S COURT REPORTING
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- Public Consultation Session -

Proposal to Obtain a Development Permit in a Direct
Control Mixed-Use District

APPEARANCES:
Simon Taylor
Mark Reid
Janelle Willis
Don Mah
Rick Arndt
Cathy Heron
Nolan Krause

______________________________________________________

Taken at Grandin Park Plaza, 22 Sir Winston Churchill
Avenue, St. Albert, on the 25th day of March, A.D. 2014.
______________________________________________________

Attachment 4
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(PRESENTATION COMMENCED AT 7:00 P.M.)
MR. REID: On behalf of Amacon and our
consulting team, I would like to welcome you
here tonight. Thank you for giving up part of
your evening, which is important to you, to
share your thoughts on our proposition for the
redevelopment of Grandin mall.

For many of you, this is in your
backyard. It's a matter that's important to
you; it's close to you. You want to understand
what's proposed for this site, when it's
proposed to happen, and what are some of the
impacts going to be to you and to your
community.

We would like to, in a very transparent
way tonight, provide you with information about
where we are at with the proposition. We want
to share the overall master plan for Grandin
mall, as well as focus in on an overview of the
Phase 1 concepts.

So this is really our agenda. We're
going to introduce you to Amacon. I'm here
with Simon Taylor, who will talk a little bit
about Amacon; who they are, what they do. I
will take you through the overall master plan
concept. We have a court reporter here.

We're interested in your comments, so
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we'll take those comments and questions down,
and we'll probably start the questions at about
7:45 once the presentation is over.

My name is Mark Reid. I am a partner in
an urban design and planning firm called Urban
Strategies. I've had the good fortune of
working in your community in the past, and I've
also had the good fortune of working with
Amacon, who I greatly admire, in terms of them
being one of Canada's leading construction and
residential builders. With that, maybe Simon,
I'll just pass it over to you to talk a little
bit about Amacon.
MR. TAYLOR: Fair enough. Thank you
very much. You'll have to forgive me, I had to
write down some points throughout the day just
so that I didn't take too long, so good
evening, everyone. My name is Simon Taylor.
I'm the development manager for Amacon, and
I'll be working through the process on the
redevelopment of this project.

On behalf of Amacon, I'd wish to extend
a very warm welcome to all of you. Firstly,
thank you for attending. The sheer number that
are present this evening really does reinforce
the community environment that is St. Albert.
That undoubtedly adds to the appeal and why you
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were the number one city.
I have the honour of starting the

evening and giving a brief introduction to
Amacon. Before telling you -- Mark will run
through why you're here, but we're excited
about this proposal. And as one of Canada's
leading real estate development firms, the
building business -- the company's reputation
is created by the quality of each project and
how those buildings stand up to the test of
time.

For Amacon, after 45 years of
experience, our vision is to continue to be one
of Canada's leading and most successful
builders.

Over greater Vancouver, Amacon has built
and sold approximately 5,000 units of both
concrete and wood frame variety. In addition
to the residential condo projects, Amacon has
built and retained ownership in excess of 2
million square feet of commercial space.

Amacon has also built and retained and
manages over a thousand quality-residential
apartment units, completing a substantial
portfolio, and keeping as active, present, and
invested in those communities where we carry
our projects.
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With roots firmly in greater Vancouver,
Amacon has expanded into the Los Angeles,
Toronto; and, of course, St. Alberta market.

In addition to the geographical
expansion, the past five years has seen Amacon
branch out into the hospitality industry, with
the Loden Hotel and award-winning Brandon (sic)
boutique Hotel, together with Tableau
restaurant and Homer Street Cafe, both
multi-award-winning restaurants.

With offices in Vancouver and Toronto,
Amacon, together with its hospitality
subsidiaries, have over 350 employees. And as
a second generation family-owned and
professionally-run business, family values are
very important with how we conduct ourselves.

It is these values that drive Amacon to
give back to the community through a number of
charities.

Amacon is the founding partner in the
annual Christmas tree lighting ceremony at Jack
Poole Plaza each Christmas, which to date has
raised over $600,000 for a number of
beneficiaries near and far. Amacon has also
supported school and club-level hockey,
baseball, soccer, together with various arts
programs and other community programs.
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We at Amacon are excited about the
potential of the St. Alberta market and the
delivery of a very unique and high-density
mixture residential commercial village in the
heart of St. Albert's downtown.

Thank you for participating this
evening, and I will now hand you over to Mark
Reid.
MR. REID: Thanks, Simon.

So I'm going to take you through an
explanation of what has happened and what has
transpired, the history of this site in terms
of the planning. I want to introduce you to
the overall long-term master plan, as well as
what's on the table for Phase 1, and that's
really what we're moving forward with in the
immediate future.

So Grandin mall was purchased by Amacon
in 2006. At that time, Amacon was very clear
about its intention, and the intention then was
to redevelop the site as a mixed-use district
that contained commercial and residential
developments, sort of a place where you could
live and work and potentially even walk to
work. That was the intention in 2006. It
remains the intention today.

The site today is situated on Sir
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Winston Churchill Avenue. It's a 4.2 hectare
site. It is, in fact, the largest
redevelopment site in your entire downtown.
It's substantial. It can have a very
significant and positive impact on
strengthening the local economy of the downtown
and the prosperity of the downtown, and those
are really important.

The site, as you know and you're in it,
is old. It's about 50 years old. It's a site
that is kind of situated awkwardly in the
middle of the 4.2 hectares. It's surrounded by
parking. It's not a very good neighbour. It
doesn't have buildings that come up and frame
Sir Winston Churchill Avenue. It's a
traditional shopping mall.

Across North America, we are finding
that lots of developers are acquiring these
things and reinvigorating them and they're
doing so by not just putting in one kind of
use, retail, they are putting in retail and
office and institutional and residential uses
to really make a mixed-use community.

One of the things that's important about
this site is there are some assets. The office
building is a clear asset. It is a focus for
lots of local businesses. It's an economic
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generator. It employs people. It's something
that we'd like to retain on the site, and that
wasn't really contemplated in the 2008 planning
work. So we're back. We want to revise some
of that planning work as we move forward to
keep some of these important assets on the
site.

The other asset is Grandin Park, which
is not on the site, but which is adjacent to
the site. We think we can establish a much
more positive relationship to that park,
putting eyes on the street, giving it a level
of safety and security that is potentially not
there simply because the relationship is an
alley and some surface parking lots.

In 2008, Amacon envisioned a
high-quality mixed-use urban village that would
compliment and bolster the downtown. In 2008,
they went through a process that many of you
may have participated in, but they secured a
series of planning permissions for this site,
so these permissions are already in place. And
I just want to reinforce and let you know what
they are. They permit, as of right, 1,200
residential units on the site. That's a pretty
substantial number of residential units. It's
about 14,500 square metres of commercial. And
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at this time, it was a proposition for five
residential towers that were situated close to
-- not always on, but close to Sir Winston
Churchill Avenue. You can see that the tower
spacing is quite tight. The towers were deep,
so they were not what we would call slender
things. They were quite massive. And towards
the back, there was a proposition for
townhouses, but this was sort of a three- to
five-storey zone. And at that time, the area
was redistricted as a direct control mixed-use
district, and I'm going to explain a little bit
about what that is.

So the direct control mixed-use district
currently today governs the site. It provides
policy framework that supports the development
of the area as a mixed-use area, suitable for
commercial and institutional and medium and
high-density residential uses. So this
policy's already in place. It promotes
compact, attractive and pedestrian-friendly
urban environments, and it is encouraging of a
variety of housing options; so apartment,
condominium. It provides provisions for
commercial and residential uses in the same
structure, so truly kind of a live/work
relationship. And that's really an important
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opportunity when you think about downtown
living.

I think the one thing that is really
interesting and people have asked us is: so
where has Amacon been since 2008? There has
been a pretty significant economic downturn,
and if you're Amacon and you have properties
across the country and in the south, including
in LA, when there is an economic downturn of
the like that we saw in 2008, 2009, it actually
stretches to 2010 and 2011, and you don't start
new projects in that kind of environment. So
basically what they did was they worked on
working on the projects that were already
underway and they didn't initiate any new
projects. And clearly, Grandin mall would
have been a new project at that time.

The economy has since improved. We have
been involved in helping them refine the master
plan, and now we're back and we want to make
some changes to the plan. We are going to make
those changes to the plan through probably a
year-long process. We need to discuss with
staff specifically what that is.

And I just want to share with you what
the intentions of that master plan are. It is
to retain the office building as a viable
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employment use. So in this scheme, you can see
there is no office building in the middle of
the site, so it was obliterated in the 2008
scheme. We think it's important to retain it
and retain the businesses that are in it, so
that's a change that we want to make to the
plan.

We, again, want to develop the area as a
vibrant mixed-use urban village, but with
slightly more commercial use. And we want to
do that on Sir Winston Churchill, as well as
internally to the site where we could actually
craft a much more intimate shopping street.
You can imagine that Sir Winston Churchill
isn't really an intimate shopping street, and
we don't control the other side of the street.
We could control an interior shopping street,
both sides of it, and create a pretty
remarkable, almost a Boston Common kind of
experience.

We want to retain the same number of
residential uses, so 1,200, but we want to
redistribute that density from five towers to
three towers, so we want to do taller towers,
but fewer of them. We also want to move
forward with the first phase of development
that doesn't require any changes to the
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existing planning framework. So it requires no
amendments to the Land Use Bylaw, it requires
no amendments to the direct control mixed-use
district, which is governing the site. And we
have developed a Phase 1 that actually doesn't
require any amendments.

Finally, we want to develop the overall
master plan in keeping with the goals and the
intentions of the Land Use Bylaw, DARP, and the
direct control mixed-use district; noting that
we will need minor amendments to this policy
framework to achieve the full build-out of this
site. But, again, we're going to work through
the Phase 1 process first and come back and
secure those amendments later.

So since 2011, our project team has been
working to refine the overall master plan, so
we've been working very closely with Simon.
Again, we have been undertaking the lead in
terms of the urban design and master planning
refinement. We're an urban design and planning
firm. We're also undertaking a lot of the
public consultation and the project management.
We're working with a local firm of ATB. Rick
is over there. Rick, do you just want to wave?
Rick is working with us to develop the
architecture. We have a couple of folks here
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from Stantec who are undertaking the servicing
and stormwater management strategies. We're
working with a Vancouver firm on the landscape
architecture, DKL, and we're working with Bunt,
who is a local transportation planning firm, so
we have representatives of all of those firms
with the exception of the landscape firm with
us tonight. So if we have specific questions
that are aimed at these categories, by all
means we can address them.

I just want to cover some of the design
principles that we have collectively crafted
that would really guide the redevelopment of
the Grandin mall. And, in fact, these
principles respect the DARP, the Downtown Area
Redevelopment Plan, and the substantive
policies of the Land Use Bylaw that's in
effect; but they are also fundamentally good
principles based around good urban design.

So, again, remember I said this is one
of the largest redevelopment sites in the
downtown? We need to position this as a
catalyst for broader downtown reinvestment,
downtown prosperity, downtown growth. That's
very important, I think, to many people.

We want to improve the relationships
between the site and its surroundings so we can
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do a better job in terms of how the built form
interface deals with Grenadier Park, for
example. We can do a better job in terms of
putting built form against Sir Winston
Churchill Avenue.

We want to again establish a really
distinct mixed-use neighbourhood with great
architecture, great parks, great streetscapes,
great shopping, great places to eat. We want
to maintain and improve that existing office
building. And so we've been talking about
re-skinning it, updating it. There's lots of
parts of that building that need attention and
care, so we want to bring forward a new vision
for the retention of that office building, and
that's a much more sustainable approach than
tearing it down and starting again.

We want to establish a high level of
public realm design and conductivity for
pedestrians, for cyclists, as well as for
vehicles. So you'll notice we have a much more
refined street and block pattern in this
scheme.

We want to incorporate towers but
slender, skinnier. The ones that were in the
previous scheme were actually quite deep, and I
think if you drove past them, they would really
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look like a wall. We separated the towers out.
There is much better light penetration into the
site. There is a greater level of privacy
between the towers. You're not actually
opening up and looking out your balcony at the
person who's sitting on the balcony that's only
25 metres away, so we've thought about these
things quite carefully.

We want to create usable, attractive
buildings, public spaces and amenity spaces and
locate future parking. This is for residences
or condominiums underground, as well as
commercial parking underground. We have a very
small commercial parking lot that's retained on
the site, but the vast majority of parking will
be invisible. It will go underground. That
clears up room for buildings, activity, things
that generate taxes.

And we want to ensure that design
excellence is apparent in all of the work that
we bring forward. And, again, allow for s
phased approach that recognizes the build-out
of this site of this magnitude is going to take
many years.

So here is the long-term master plan for
the Grandin mall site. I'm just going to take
you through it briefly. So this is the
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existing entry off of Tache and this is the
office building. We're retaining that office
building in this scheme. We've developed kind
of a one-way street that's running southbound
and another one-way street that's running
northbound, which allows for really good
circulation in the site when you're coming here
as a shopper to look for a parking space.

So we have lay-by parking pretty much on
all of the streets, even adjacent to the park.
We have a relatively sensitive massing of new
buildings, so that the smallest building, five
storeys, are pushed up against the park and
five storeys in this zone, moving to a little
bit of a mid-rise that's higher. And the
taller component pieces, the towers -- one,
two, three towers -- are pushed up closest to
Sir Winston Churchill Boulevard.

We are contemplating an entirely public
road system, so we would build all of these
streets to municipal standards and then convey
them ultimately to the City of St. Albert, who
would be responsible for maintaining them.

You can see that we have that small
parking block that I talked about. The only
one that is a surface parking lot, generally to
support the office, but we also think we can
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use this on weekends for special events. You
could host an art park or a concert in that
square just to enliven the overall space.

The other thing I'll point out is this
blue line is dedicated to an off-street bike
lane that would connect to Grenadier Park and
to the Sturgeon River.

So just in terms of looking at this as
an image in terms of Grenadier Park in the
south, the low storey, Phase 1, two buildings
that we would be bringing forward, really
situating that re-clad office building almost
as a jewel in the middle of the scheme. It is
the same size that it is now, but it's
completely redone.

We have three towers that kind of
punctuates the site, but they don't act as a
wall. You can see that there's lots of
separation between all of those elements, and
everything is linked by a well-connected street
network.

So, again, what we're looking at is this
urban village concept where -- we see this in
lots of different places. We see some of this
in Vancouver. Part of this is emerging in
great places in Edmonton. We think that it's
appropriate to bring some of that here.
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We went with our consulting team and
looked at how exactly some of these places were
crafted in BC, Port Moody. We went to
Westbrooke Place. We took some of our staff,
as well as Amacon, and we really talked about
what was working, what was successful, what we
liked.

So just some of the plan elements:
We're moving forward with a really connected
street and block pattern. You can see we have
some of the same entrances that we had in the
past, here and here, but we also have this new
street, so this is that new tight urban street
that I talked a little bit about: the Boston
Commons, if you will, where we would still have
road function working, but we're putting
buildings quite close together so that we can
get a really interesting urban experience.

This has sort of been the Tache entry.
I know you can see here that 4 metre multi-use
trail that would connect from the riverfront to
Grenadier Park, high-quality streetscapes and
walking zones within easy access to on-street
parking. It's really important that we have
on-street parking to support the retail uses.
And any retailer will tell you that they need
the parking close by in order to make it work,
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to make it viable.
We're looking at a family of streetscape

furnishings, so sometimes these things get
forgotten about in the public realm, but these
are the things that make us comfortable: a
bench to sit on, a place to lock our bike.
We're looking at kind of a contemporary family
of streetscape furnishings, and we're also
looking at kind of a contemporary family of
lighting, so there could be bollard lighting,
could be street lighting, could be special
lighting. It might actually even be tree
lighting because you have that strong botanical
theme here in your community.

About 18.6 percent of the site will be
open, so we've identified -- will be open
spaces. So we've identified where these places
are. There are multiple kinds of spaces. Some
of them are entry courts. Here is an entry
plaza that is a good precedent for what could
take place just at the intersection of Tache,
where you want people to have very clear site
lines where they can get themselves organized
and figure out where they are going.

We want to have some really high-quality
landscape courtyards that work for residents
and also work for visitors. And here is that
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notion of that flexible parking plaza. Well
designed, really well landscaped. That could
be used for special events and concerts or
other things that have merit to the people who
will ultimately live and visit this place.

The pink areas indicate all of the
places where we would like to have retail. So
ground-floor shop, a butcher, a baker. These
could also be small offices, so an accountant
could open up a shop in here or an architect
could open up a shop in here, but again, active
uses at grade will really enliven and enrich
the entire concept.

Just in terms of building heights,
again, the vast majority, the predominant form
on the site, is this five-storey form. You can
see it's pretty merit everywhere. It's what
we're starting out with: Phase 1. It forms the
basis of other mid-rise developments, including
up in here, and so really we're trying to
create a human scaled environment that you
probably wouldn't even know that there was an
eight-storey building on top of this
five-storey if you're walking at grade simply
because it's set back. So that's sort of the
five-storey kind of human scale.

And then we have the three towers. So
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again, these range from 23 to 27 in height.
And again, we think that they will actually --
instead of being a wall along Sir Winston
Churchill Avenue, we think they'll really be
these light, slender points of punctuation.

Commercial and private residential
parking is going to be located beneath these
buildings in largely these areas. The blue
represents about two floors of structured
underground parking. The orange is two floors
of above-grade parking, and above-grade parking
will be designed to look like a building so
that it will fit in seamlessly and be really
well integrated. So that is our overall
concept. It's going to take us years to get to
that stage. We don't -- we know we need to do
some work on some of the policy amendments, but
we want to share with you what we are proposing
as a very first phase of the development.

The first phase of development is
actually capital -- quite capitally expensive
-- capitally intensive is what I'm trying to
say. We are really dealing with removing a
large chunk of the mall without a very
significant return, so we are only building two
buildings, two five-storey buildings, for a
total of 145 units. We're spending lots of
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money to separate the existing office building
from the mall, demolish the mall, and to also
separate that portion of the mall that retains
the Scotiabank building. So we want to retain
the Scotiabank building in that location as a
temporary location, but we do want to move them
to a different location when subsequent phases
of development occur. So we might move them up
here or over there. We have to have those
conversations with them, but they've expressed
an interest in being on the site, staying on
the site. We would like them to be on the
site.

So the first phase is really about
moving forward with creating kind of a critical
mass and something that everyone will talk
about. We want to do really good quality
architecture. We want to set the stage for
people to be really excited about what is
coming later. So we're going to put up a
temporary landscape, store some of the concrete
that comes out of the mall, because we want to
use it again to build the roads, which is a
sustainable approach, and we'll fence off this
portion of landscape.

Again, Scotia and possibly a couple of
other uses, new sales centre, built up on Sir
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Winston Churchill, where it gets really great
visibility, and we're going to put in place a
finished infrastructure and landscaping on this
side of the road. Not on this side because
we're going to come back and demolish that
piece at a later date.

The parking will remain largely
unchanged in the front, except for where we're
building the centre. We'll repaint it so it's
just clear where people can actually park.

The landscape plan will green portions
of the site and really, there's isn't almost an
ounce of green on that site today. It's really
harsh. So it's going to really dramatically
transform with these two new buildings,
temporary landscape, and some permanent
streetscape that's going to go in. It will be
green. It will be much more attractive.

This is a bit of a blow-up of the
landscape plan. Remember I talked to you a
little bit about -- I don't know if I did talk
about that. I didn't. Originally in 2008, we
had established an agreement to undertake a
land swap, so the residents who were closest to
the existing structure parking were worried
about the proximity and the closeness of
development, so we actually traded this
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triangular area of land for a triangular area
of land right here, so Amacon will develop this
in exchange for developing this as parkland, so
we're committed to doing that. What that does,
though, is we have some grading challenges, and
I just want to show you -- just in the sections
-- there's a couple of sections I'll show here
and here just in terms of how we're going to
mitigate those grade changes. So here is a
good example. This is the top of the former
parking structure. You can see that there's
about 6 metres in grade difference from the
front of this building or at the ground floor
elevation to where that trail is in the back of
the park. So we're going to slope this down at
a very gentle slope, putting a landscape, a
fence, and a hedge, and this would be the
private yards of the individual condominium
units. So over from the west/east, this gets
flattened out. The grade is not steep, and
ultimately it's level. So we are going to be
landscaping and conveying all of that as
parkland back to the city.

So here is the artist's depiction of
Building C-1, so this is what we're talking
about when we talk about five-storey mid-rise.
It's using a lot of different materials to
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break up the building, to break up the massing.
We're using different roof heights. We're
using good quality material such as brick. And
in that way, we're trying to shape that massing
so that it's not overwhelming.

Here is that same building from the
rear. Here you get a sense of the fact that
that slope is coming down and actually it's
going to cover part of the building. You can
see here that it's covering the ground floor.
As we go further around, it almost covers the
first two floors. So this will actually appear
from the neighbours, that corner of it, like a
three-storey building, so that's a bonus.

The other thing we wanted to do -- and
this is actually about contemporary crime
prevention through environmental design -- is
to have individual units with front doors and
access points and doorbells on all of these
units. So this is a technique that put eyes on
the street. People can be inside looking out
their front window, they can be in the front
patio sitting on lawn chairs, but what it does
is it puts an immediacy between what's
happening here and what's happening on the
street; and it makes the environment way more
safe because there's eyes that are actually on
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the street watching.
So here's the similar view of Building

B-1, looking south over the interim grassed
landscape. And again -- sorry. This isn't an
architect's depiction. This would have way
more landscaping in it. You don't see it. If
this is coming from the architect, they want us
to see their building, and this would be a lot
more green looking, so I see Rick is over there
chuckling away a little bit. And then you see
some of the retail uses that would also be
coming forward in Building B-1.

So again, these are a family of
buildings; they talk to each other. We would
have a different style of architecture when we
got to the taller towers. They would be much
more glass, glazed-like. They would be more
transparent, much more light.

And a depiction of the temporary sales
centre. So this is looking northward towards
Sir Winston Churchill Avenue, so almost a
double floor -- a double height building. We
want it to really shine, have lots of lights
on, so it encourages people to come in, check
out what's happening, potentially look at some
of the floor plans for the units, and help us
advance the overall marketing of the site.
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We're using a range of landscape
treatments. Here in particular, we're looking
at, how would you physically separate something
that is a public walkway from something that's
private, residential? You can do it with
landscaping. You can do it really well.
Hedges, fencing that's really attractive,
that's not wooden, and that's not pressure
treated.

Again, you have that emphasis on
botanical city. We want to look at native
plantings, we want to look at really
interesting -- the use of really interesting
landscape on the overall site.

Just in terms of the phasing plan, we
have more work to do on this. We have to still
work this out, but this is the existing
conditions, so here you see the existing office
building, existing mall, Grenadier Park. You
see that existing parking structure that hasn't
been used for years, and 22 Sir Winston
Churchill.

So our first phase is really this.
We're really looking at putting in place this
new -- two new buildings. The retail in this
component, building out that park component,
fencing the interim landscape office building,
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sales centre, and retaining the Scotia
component.

Our next phase, we think, is going to
grow north. So once we have established the
quality of what's to come here, we want to move
in this direction. So we will undertake a
slightly larger mid-rise building, the
five-storey podium, in one of the towers, as
well as undertake the updating of the office
building. So re-clad, re-skin that building,
putting new windows.

There's a range of mechanical things
that need attention in there. We met with the
tenants today. They told us about some of
those things that need attention, and there's
quite a few.

Then we think that the phasing will go
back to moving from west to east. So we put in
that flexible-use parking facility and then
build out this entire block. So first a
five-storey and then a five-storey base with a
13-storey midrise on top and then, of course,
the last site would be this site. We don't own
this property up here. It was formally the
Shell site. We understand it's recently been
sold, but our final site would be like this and
this is the site that has the highest density.
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We want do this last so that we have an
opportunity to really work with the community
to really create excitement about this entire
scheme.

So I want to go over a couple questions.
So many of these questions are in the
frequently asked questions, so you can follow
along if you want. But what is actually
required for the approval of Phase 1? Well,
Phase 1 is in keeping with the Land Use Bylaw
and the DARP and the direct control mixed-use
zoning requirements, so it's as of right.
We're actually able to move forward relatively
quickly and with ease. What we do need is
permit applications from the development
officer, and we're in the process of getting
those permit applications ready. And, of
course, we need to undertake this public
consultation.

So what are the permits and applications
that we're planning to submit and when? So
we're planning to submit for Phase 1 in April,
which is a couple of days from now, so very
soon. We will submit a renovation permit for
that portion of the mall that is being
retained, so -- how do we -- and re-enclose the
Scotia building. Separate it from the mall,
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but then re-enclose it. That's the renovation
permit. We need a renovation permit also for
the office building to create a standalone
building, because as you know, you go into the
mall to get to that office building and then,
of course, there's an outside entrance as well.
So we need a renovation permit for that. We
need a development permit and application for
the sales centre, Building B and Building C.
Once those are approved, we will be issued
building permits for all three of those same
structures. And then we need to move forward
with the demolition permit and a plan of
subdivision.

Phase 1, the development stats? Again,
very low yield. Only about 145 residential
units and about 400 square metres of new
retail. And you'll notice there is an error in
there. It says 4,000 square metres of new
retail. That's wrong. It's incorrect. It's
400 square metres, so it's our error. About
2,000 square metres of the retained mall.
That's the portion that houses the Scotiabank,
and about 6,800 metres of office.

The full build-out: again, we are
wanting to build out to our current permissions
of 1,200 residential units. We're slightly
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higher in our commercial permissions by 500
square metres, so we're seeking about 15,000
square metres. And since the full build-out of
the site is going to take several years, it's
really difficult to determine the ultimate
population. But if you kind of figure it out
based on 2, 2.4 people per unit, we think that
ultimately the site could accommodate 2,800
people to 3,400 people. And somebody earlier
said in 2008 they were talking about 5,000. I
think that's really optimistic. I think that's
a really high number. I think 3,400 is
probably significant.

How will development impact traffic? So
this is always a question that people are
always interested in knowing. Phase 1 -- we
had Bunt and Associates prepare a traffic
impact assessment. I guess that was done in
2007, and that was based on our full master
plan at that stage for the 1,200 units and for
just slightly less commercial square metres.
The City accepted that. They were fine with
the overall impacts. We imagine that we will
need to be updating our traffic impact
assessment, and Janelle is here. She can talk
about that, but it is deemed sufficient to
accommodate the first phase of development.
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For full build-out, we'll need to do
some additional work, but we actually also
anticipate that that will be acceptable.

When will development begin? Well, if
we submit the permits in early April, we hope
to begin demolition of portions of the mall in
May, so very quickly. We are tied to a tight
construction period here because we can't
really do a lot of demolition in the winter, so
we need to try and get it done this summer in
construction season, so we hope to have the
mall, the office building, and the Scotiabank
separated and the building down. We can deal
with that, we think, in this construction
period. We also want to get the sales centre
done by the end of this year, and then we will
initiate work on Buildings B and C probably
very early next year. And we anticipate the
Phase 1 will be completed in 2016 or in the
early portions of 2017.

So what will happen to the people who
work in the mall today? Amacon has been very
consistent with all of the tenants. They have
all been informed and they know from however
long they've been here that this site is a
redevelopment site, so some people have left.
That's why the mall is only 40 percent -- is 60
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percent occupied, 40 percent vacant. A little
higher than that. But all of them have been
given -- in the commercial component here --
notice to vacate by April 30th, and a few
tenants will be remaining. And those are
predominantly the tenants that will be in the
office building. We were asked today to create
a list of that just to clarify that for the
Gazette and other folks, so we will be doing
that and providing a very clear list of who is
staying, so that information needs to know --
people want -- if they're staying, they want
their customers to know that they are still
here and they're not going away, and that's
important to us and to them.

Who will pay for the infrastructure
that's needed to support development of the
site? Well, in this city, like most cities,
development pays for development. So Amacon
will be paying. New roads and utilities, all
the underground work, is going to be put in
place by Amacon. It will be built and financed
by them and it will ultimately be conveyed to
the City as public roads. There will be some
pipe sizing requirements later down the phases,
and Amacon will be charged a series of
development levies to also pay for that. The
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City will ultimately be responsible for the
maintenance of the roads, the garbage
collection, snow removal, and they will
undertake that with a pretty significant tax
assessment that is generated out of this site
simply because it is a high-density mixed-use
commercial and residential site.

How will this development benefit St.
Albert as a community? Well, we thought about
this, but we think it will reinforce downtown's
role as a focus for employment, as a focus for
economic development, as a focus for culture,
and as a shopping district. But also, we think
it will help to create the downtown as more of
a neighbourhood. When you have a permanent
population living in the downtown, they can
really champion ongoing positive change. So
we'll be bringing diverse housing options, so
choices for people to live, and we know that
the demographics are working that way. We're
an aging community. Lots of people are looking
for an urban form of living where they can
downsize, where they can move into something
that's a little bit smaller. They're done with
the big house on the big suburban lot and
they're looking for something where they can
still stay in their community, but slightly
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smaller. We think this can create a really
attractive business environment. When we're
speaking with the tenants in the office
building today, many of them are very excited
about being here. This is a real opportunity
for significant change. If we can create that
critical destination by getting a lot of things
right, I think a lot of people would want to
open up a business here. We can clearly
support the downtown as a much more vibrant
core. And again, significantly expand the tax
base, which is good for everybody in St.
Albert.

The other thing that we have noticed is
that this redevelopment site also supports
several of Council's 2014 priorities, and
specifically, cultivate economic prosperity.
This is one of their specific goals, recent
goals. The specific goal is create an
attractive environment to do business in St.
Albert that results in a diversified tax base.
And that's clearly what this site has a
potential to do. Encourage a vibrant downtown
core is the second goal, and foster business
retention and expansion of local businesses.
And Amacon is very interested in cultivating
local business in this mixed-use urban village
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concept.
So there's another question that comes

up quite often, so what controls are planned to
minimize dust, noise, general construction,
disruption resulting from the overall
demolition and construction of the site? Well,
one of the things that Amacon has to do is to
submit a construction management plan to the
City of St. Albert and it needs to be approved
by the City of St. Albert.

So here's the things that management
plan needs to address: it needs to ensure
public safety, it needs to -- through measures
such as fencing and hoarding, lighting and
signage, through traffic controls, other
security measures to prevent unauthorized
entry. There will be a construction manager on
site at all times. They need to make sure that
chemicals are contained and that the park is
sufficiently protected while the construction
is actually going on.

The management plan also needs to define
the schedule for construction, which is
currently confined to 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday; and then 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday and it excludes all statutory
holidays, so no construction on those holidays.
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The construction plan also needs to ensure that
noise and vibration are limited and within
accordance with the City of St. Albert's noise
bylaw. So they need to use dust suppression
mechanisms, which is you moisten very large
portions of the construction site to limit dust
from moving and exposing the public to those
kinds of things, and that includes from
vehicles and equipment exhaust and ductwork.

The construction management plan also
needs to define a construction parking and
traffic management plan, including advising you
the public of works that would affect
pedestrians, cyclists, and traffic movement.
And they need to do that on a regular basis.

And finally, they need to advise the
public of project-related, important notices on
a regular basis. So the City has a very
well-established construction management set of
criteria, and Amacon needs to create that
criteria up to their standards.

How can you stay informed? Well, we're
going to be on this site for some time, for
possibly 8 to 11 years. We are going to put in
place a website that we apologize it's still
under construction, but it should be in place
in approximately two weeks. It's
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www.stalbertvillage.com. Simon Taylor's on it.
He cares about this site. He's going to be
here. He's got his contact information, so you
can both phone him and you can e-mail him on a
regular basis with updates. We hope, though,
to consistently provide you with information
like frequently asked question, information on
the website. This presentation will be loaded
to the website, so you can look at it again, so
we do want to very honestly stay as transparent
and in communication with you as we can
throughout the duration of this project. So
with that, we're just going to put up Phase 1.

We would like to spend some time
answering some questions. We're sure that you
probably have some. The way that I think we
would like to do this is the recorder is going
to record them. We would take them from the
floor. I'll repeat them into the mic so that
you can hear them, and then we will address
them -- either myself or Simon -- or if they're
technical questions that are focused to Stantec
doing the servicing or Bunt doing the
transportation, we may ask them for a response,
okay?

Do we have any questions? Yes, ma'am.
The lady's question was: the last time we
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spoke, you had talked about on-street parking
on Sir Winston Churchill Avenue and Grandin
Road. And the question was: are you still
proposing that? We would like to explore that
as a possibility through the master plan.
Clearly, your municipal transportation
department will clearly weigh in. They may say
no, but we want to have those conversations
with transportation.

Another question?
SPEAKER 1: I have a few questions, but
the one --
MR. REID: Let's do one. We'll answer
that one and then the next one.
SPEAKER 1: So Tache Street is your
main intersection if you're going in and out of
the commercial site. Now, the problem is
there's a fire hall right down the street here,
so how are you going to prevent backlog of
traffic there? That's a safety issue for the
fire department.
MR. REID: That's a good question. So
the question was: your main entrance, which
will have a signalized intersection is at
Tache. There is a fire station that's just
slightly to the other direction, west. How are
you going to make sure that there isn't
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congestion and issues around emergency response
times? Is that your question?
SPEAKER 1: Yes.
MR. REID: Janelle, I could probably
get you to address that. But clearly, the
traffic impact assessment would need to address
that. We have addressed that in the past.
SPEAKER 1: Grandin Road is a way less
busier street than Sir Winston Churchill, so
why wouldn't you have the main entrance coming
off of that road --
MR. REID: Off of Grandin?
SPEAKER 1: -- rather than having it
all on Sir Winston Churchill?
MR. REID: It's not all on Sir Winston
Churchill. I think the great thing about this
scheme is we have multiple access points, and
we've actually created new access points, so
it's not all being leased there, if that's
where the signalized light is, but there's more
access points than there is today.

Do you want to follow up with anything?
MS. WILLIS: Not really.
MR. REID: So Janelle doesn't really
have anything much to add to that, but let me
assure you that your own transportation
department needs to be satisfied that all of
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the transportation-related elements, including
emergency response times will work.
SPEAKER 1: So in 2007, you said that
they were, so is that including emergency
response times?
MR. REID: I would suspect that it
was, and it wasn't me in 2007, but the traffic
impact assessment would have addressed that in
2008.
MS. WILLIS: The traffic impact
assessments typically look at AMP towers and
PMP towers to treat traffic, the adjacent
street traffic. We don't necessarily look at
the lighting for the fire hall because it's --
SPEAKER 1: It should be looked at
because it's a safety issue. It is,
realistically. I'm a nurse, so I don't want
people in my neighborhood not getting their
ambulance on time because of traffic going into
a commercial space.
MR. REID: I actually think most
emergency response vehicles have signal
priority, so they change those signals. That's
how it works in my city.
SPEAKER 1: If there's cars in their
way, they're not going to be able to change
their lights fast enough.
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MS. WILLIS: There wouldn't be cars
blocking the intersection. If they're turning
left into the site, they would be within the
left turn bay that is there and then they would
have to clear the intersection if there was an
emergency vehicle.
MR. REID: Did you have another
question?
SPEAKER 1: Yeah, I do. Just with the
sewer system in St. Albert, it's always been
very poor. I've lived in St. Albert all my
life, and especially with the downgrading, it's
really bad along Sir Winston Churchill and
Grandin, so how do you -- how are you going to
respond to the those demands with 1,200 units?
MR. REID: So Don at Stantec -- the
question was -- this lady's observation was the
sewer system has been very bad along Sir
Winston Churchill. I'm not sure specifically
what that means.
SPEAKER 1: In Grandin it's just always
been an issue. It's an older neighbourhood.
MR. REID: It's an older
neighbourhood. So how are you going to address
the demands that 1,200 residential units are
going to be placing on the infrastructure
system? And will there be the need for
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upgrades? And so, Don, I'm going to turn that
over to you. Don is from Stantec. He's
dealing with the servicing issues.
MR. MAH: That's a good question, and
we are looking at the volumes that are
generated, not only for the first phase but as
we built out. And on the ultimate phase,
obviously, the infrastructure has to be
upgraded, and we're working with the City, and
they'll know what kind of capacities that are
required, so yes.
MR. REID: So we'll be upgrading
infrastructure to the City's requirement when
we get to specific development phases.

Any other questions? So we can go right
here.
SPEAKER 2: In regards to the
highrises, you were saying about privacy
between the highrises not looking into your
neighbour. Have you thought about the people
who back on -- people -- their backyards who
are now going to be viewed by the people above
and how the skyline's going to look?
MR. REID: We have thought about the
skyline. We definitely have thought about the
skyline. We are all of the opinion that the
wall of 5 towers to 19 storeys in height also
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would look over into your backyard.
SPEAKER 2: That's ridiculous.
MR. REID: But that height is already
in place. That height is in place. What we
would like to do is separate the towers further
apart from one another so that there is
improved privacy issues between the residents
in the towers and that in some instances means
that we're going to be going taller.
SPEAKER 2: The privacy between the
residents behind, their poor house value is
going down. They're in the backyard with
someone looking down on them.
MR. REID: We don't necessarily think
the house values will go down; they'll probably
go up. But we're not here to debate that. So
yes, there will be overlook issues. There are
overlook issues when you have high-density
residential development. You can see different
-- you can see things because you're in a
higher perspective, so there will be overlook
issues.

Another question?
SPEAKER 3: You mentioned the units and
you mentioned the fact that we are having an
increasing senior's population in St. Albert.
Does this mean that these are only going to be
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available to the richer, or are there going to
be some available to people with a lower
income?
MR. TAYLOR: Good question. We have a
market -- we do a lot of market research and we
wouldn't move forward with this project if we
were pricing everyone out of the market.
There's a large number of units to sell. Our
price point is going to be a key factor there,
so when we look at competition in the market,
we want as many people in the neighbourhood.
We're never going to sell 1,200 units in the
timeframe we're hoping if we're only catering
to the elite. That's not going to happen.
MR. REID: Any other questions? Sir?
SPEAKER 4: In terms of buildings,
Blocks B and C -- maybe you haven't done the
design yet, but I'm just wondering what type of
structure that is proposed to be. Is it a wood
frame structure or is it a concrete structure?
MR. REID: Do you want to talk to
that?
MR. TAYLOR: Sure. Good question.
Again, it would be a wood frame structure, but
we will be going in underground to get the
parking requirements. Again, market driven
parking requirements to satisfy that, so
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concrete underground, five-storey wood frame on
top of that.
SPEAKER 5: I'm just concerned about
traffic on Grosvenor Boulevard by construction
employees and trucks. Are they going to be
using my street to get to the site? It's very,
very busy and it is a school bus site, so I'm
concerned about that.
MR. REID: Good question. Again, we
referenced the notion that Amacon is required
to create a construction management plan to the
City's approval, so the City will be on those
kinds of issues. They will be looking out for
your interests, for everyone's interest, who's
localized in the area, as well as for people
who have to drive through here and past here to
get to work, to get to school, and as well as
kids who are using bussing. So all I can
really do is assure you that Amacon will adhere
to the directions of that construction
management plan and it will have the
community's best interests at heart.
SPEAKER 6: I was just wondering how
the construction is going to affect my business
in the strip mall.
MR. REID: Are you in 22 Sir Winston?
So the question was: how is construction going
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to affect my business in this strip mall. So I
might actually give that one to you.
MR. TAYLOR: Well, as is the case with
any construction, there will be challenges that
we need to work around, but we're in contact
with the landlord, the owner of that project.
The building's actually .8 of a metre over our
property line. We're not going to make them
move that .8. I think that's a bit
unrealistic. But these sort of challenges we
need to work out with the owner there, and we
are in contact with the family.
SPEAKER 6: Also, I have another
question. Is your village going to be
pet-friendly for dogs?
MR. REID: Is the village going to be
pet-friendly?
SPEAKER 6: Because we own a dog
business.
MR. TAYLOR: We're in the process of a
similar village in Mississauga, but it's 6,000
units. Again, the way that the world is going
is pets are becoming people's babies, and I can
appreciate that. So we've done a lot of
pet-friendly areas, walking spaces so that it's
separated, so these are things that we will
look at as we move forward.
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SPEAKER 6: Because I don't want
residents moving in and, Oh, there's a dog
business right there. You know, noise and --
MR. TAYLOR: Of course.
MR. REID: Ma'am?
SPEAKER 7: Is there asbestos in the
old part of the building?
MR. REID: The question was: is there
asbestos in the old part of the building.
Simon?
MR. TAYLOR: A building of this age, for
sure there are parts that need careful
treatment. And again, with that construction
management plan, the demolition plan, the thing
with asbestos is it's -- obviously everyone
panics, but there's no issue until you start
removing it and those measures that the City
put in place, we have a strict set of
guidelines to carry out that abatement, so if
and when we do find that, that will be
carefully treated.
MR. REID: Sir --
SPEAKER 8: Further with respect to
possible contamination with the northeast site,
the old Shell site, and you're developing
around that with respect to the contaminated
oil and gas getting leached down into the soils
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there and also the geotechnical aspect in
putting in the 27-storey towers on river and
deposits associated with the (indiscernible).
MR. REID: So there's a couple of
questions in there. I think I'll probably pass
some of them on to you. The first one was: are
there contaminant issues that are associated
with the former Shell site that could
potentially leach or find their way over onto
our site. So we've talked about this, but I'm
going to give this to Simon.
MR. TAYLOR: The Shell site is -- we
don't actually own it now. The contaminants
that are on site -- obviously being a gas
station, there are some issues with
environmental. The way that the -- again, to
reference your second question, the way that
the river plain and the direction that goes is
actually flowing away from where we are, so the
contamination from our investigation boreholes
during the process -- when we were talking with
Shell earlier on, we had a number of boreholes
drilled along that side to check those levels,
and along the boundary on our project is
completely clean. At this point -- again, we
will go through that process again, but Shell
are very thorough when they send out that these
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reports and carry on with their process. So
all the reports we've got clears our end of
that.
SPEAKER 8: The contamination with
respect to the Shell site, that's your
disturbance on your land and (indiscernible)
temporarily there from stormwater and rainwater
and so on would (indiscernible) hydraulic head
that would flow towards the river.
MR. TAYLOR: When we get to this
phase -- again, this is a later phase. These
are all issues that we need to work through. I
don't have an answer for you right now, sir.
But we need to work with our geotech as we move
forward with these phases, and then your second
question regarding the tower: we have built a
large number of towers and each one has a
different challenge. And again, we need to
work with our geotech closely to ensure that it
can be built. We wouldn't be here if we didn't
feel it could. We've done some investigatory
boreholes, but we still need to move forward
through those phases and get more in depth with
those.
SPEAKER 3: So there's not another gas
station going in there though, right?
MR. TAYLOR: I doubt Shell would allow
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that.
MR. REID: Sir?
SPEAKER 9: Do you have approval to go
beyond 19 storeys on those towers?
MR. REID: No, we don't at this point,
but we will be working with the City to develop
a process by which -- it would be a public
process that we could work through that as a
process, and ultimately, we hope to amend the
policy framework to allow the master plan as we
presented it here tonight.

Let's go to the very back. Yes.
SPEAKER 10: (Inaudible).
MR. REID: It's a good question. It's
one that we actually heard before. Her
question was: is it not an issue around -- is
there not a concern around fire for towers that
are built this tall because we only have -- we
don't actually have a fire truck that has a
ladder capability that can reach that, so I'm
actually just going to let Simon talk to that
because you've addressed that earlier this
week.
MR. TAYLOR: In brief, there's very few
ladder trucks that would reach those heights.
And again, in cities like Edmonton and
Vancouver, Toronto, and the majority of cities,
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big and small, where they do have these towers,
these are addressed with the fire suppression,
so we would have a sprinkler building, we would
have it monitored, and the fire brigade are
fairly close, so these sort of things we'll,
again, work through as we get there, but a
sprinkler building and a monitored building
will ensure that we have the ability to inform
everyone on board if there was a fire.
MR. REID: So there's -- I'll come
right down the middle. There's a couple of
questions down here.
SPEAKER 10: Are your other five-storey
buildings, your pedestals, going to be wood
frame also or would they be steel and concrete?
MR. REID: I believe where they
actually have additional mid-rise structures on
them, so there were some that have eight and
nine storeys and one that had 13. You'd need
to build that as concrete, reinforced
structure. You just can't go up that high on
top of wood, so you'd be starting out with
concrete and steel. Thank you.

A question here?
SPEAKER 11: The presentation looks very
attractive and there is one question, however,
that I have and that it is with every kind of
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progress comes a certain amount of
victimization. The victims, I think, in this
case are those who are currently leasing and
renting space in Grandin mall, and I was
wondering whether Amacon has perhaps taken this
into consideration and if they're doing
anything to help them make a transition because
rental accommodation in St. Albert is not
cheap. So the development looks great, but I
think we have to, as a community, concern
ourselves with those people who have made an
honest and long contribution to the community,
and I think that they need some special
recognition.
MR. REID: Thank you. It's very good.
It was also a question that came forward from
Councillor Osborne yesterday in Council. He
has asked his own economic development
department what they are doing about it, so I
think there's multiple sort of fronts to that
important issue. I'll come around to the back
over there.
MR. TAYLOR: I think, as you mentioned,
there's always a good and bad with every
situation, and we've been as honest as we could
right up to purchase, signing up the lease
agreements, that we and the community knew that
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this was a redevelopment project. We may have
had to go away during the recession and work
our little project out and figure it out a bit
better, but the tenants have been notified and
did know when they signed up. There's also --
when you mention the cost -- and it is
expensive to find rent. Again, we tried to
make that a little more attractive by lowering
the rent for some of these tenants to keep them
in this process that was a development site, so
I think that's the best I can answer that.
MR. REID: I'll come down to you, sir.
SPEAKER 12: I agree with the last guy
that the project does look quite attractive. I
think there's a unique opportunity here for
Amacon to capitalize on the botanical arts
brand, but not just the brand but the
reputation of the city. We've got the park
right behind the development there, Red Willow
Park across the street, and so what kind of --
I think there's a lot of opportunity for sort
of permaculture or ecological design
considerations in this project, and I'm
wondering that maybe it's a bit early in the
design process for this, but what kinds of
things are you considering along those lines,
or maybe on some of your other projects that
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you've completed, what kinds of ecological
design elements have you incorporated?
MR. TAYLOR: Good question. I did speak
earlier about this. It is a little early, but
we have done green roofs, and as I said, dog
parks. We've got almost 19 percent of open
space. We appreciate that this is the
botanical arts city and we know that that's a
big part, and the community is very proud of
that, so we are committed to incorporate that
theme throughout this, and we can do some
special things with those park zones in the St.
Albert crest, if you will, and incorporate that
through this design; but again, these are
things that we're going to work through with
our landscape architect to create that theme as
we move through.
MR. REID: I'll come here.
SPEAKER 13: You had a number of
questions about the interim phase aspects, so
when you demolish the existing mall, you have
open space with post and rail. What is going
to be in that area?
MR. REID: Detailed information around
what specifically that is. We think part of
that will be construction rubble from the mall.
We don't want people in there. We want to keep
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people completely out of there. It is
basically a temporary holding site. We will
landscape it so that it is attractive, but we
also want to minimize viability into it. We
don't want people really in there, so we're
still working up some of the details just in
terms of what the specifics of that landscape
treatment are and part of it is how much of the
mall, the rubble, will we be actually trying to
keep on site and how much will be removed.
SPEAKER 13: So in combination with
construction rubble, it will be fenced off so
we don't have access to the public?
MR. REID: We don't want the public in
there at all. We actually don't want it to be
visible to the public at all.
SPEAKER 13: And then the existing
buildings, when you demolish the mall, what are
you going to do to the exterior finish of the
buildings that are left existing?
MR. REID: Rick, do you want to talk
to that?
MR. ARNDT: Sure.
MR. REID: Okay. So do you want to
come up here?
MR. ARNDT: Yes.
MR. REID: Rick is the architect who
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is working on the site with us.
SPEAKER 13: At that time, are you going
to reface the existing office building?
MR. REID: I'll address this and then
I'll give this to Rick to talk about
specifically what's happening in Phase 1.
Addressing the re-cladding, the windows, the
re-facing of the office building will happen in
Phase 2. What we're talking about here is
Phase 1, so it's the next phase. It will occur
when we build this. It will occur when we
built a more formalized street. That's when
we're actually going to go in and really do
that office building as a real jewel.

In the interim, Rick can talk to you
about what some of the Phase 1 improvements are
going to be.
MR. ARNDT: Thank you. So the
intention of the Phase 1 is the existing mall
faces remain the same on the north, the east,
and the south. The new wall, which is the
demolition portion of the wall, basically runs
right through here through this corridor here
on this side. That will be refaced and a new
architectural finish put onto it. That's
complimentary to the existing building, and
then we'll actually provide for new
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waterproofing, et cetera, and then there is a
new roof tie-in that happens, so this building
can stand the test of time for the temporary
number of years that it's here.
SPEAKER 13: I just have one last
question about the first phase. You were
talking about public roadway, and so what
portion of the first phase will be dedicated as
public roadway?
MR. REID: Nothing in the first phase
is going to be dedicated because we're not
finishing both sides of the street. The
municipality wouldn't take it. So we're going
to keep all of this. This portion might be
finished, but it doesn't make sense for us to
dedicate that little bit. I think it makes
sense for us to dedicate the roads on this half
when we've completed Phase 2.
SPEAKER 13: So when you come in off of
Sir Winston Churchill, will you be able to
continue on Glenview all the way to the east
side of the site?
MR. REID: Just repeat that again.
SPEAKER 13: When you come in on
Glenview -- so when you come and go
(indiscernible) will you be able to go along
Glenview Crescent to the other side of the
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site?
MR. REID: Yes, you'll still be able
to come in here.
SPEAKER 13: And go through the site
once construction is done?
MR. REID: Yes. No, not during
construction. But once construction is done.
Exactly. Yeah. We want people to have
opportunities to get in and out of here that
are relatively easy. Yes?
SPEAKER 14: Your existing building,
you're going to put this bank and
(indiscernible) through these areas. How are
you going to change the (indiscernible)?
MR. REID: So the question that this
lady had was the existing entry to the
Scotiabank, what are we going to do to that.
Are we going to do anything to it? Not in this
phase. The existing entry is going to remain
pretty much as it is. We're going to --
because it's not a permanent building that's
going to remain on the site. We don't want to
invest a whole bunch of money and then tear it
down, so that entry will stay largely as is.
Sir?
SPEAKER 15: Is there going to be any
rental?
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MR. REID: Is there going to be any
rental? Do you want to talk to that?
MR. TAYLOR: Market driven.
MR. REID: It will really be market
driven. We want to see what the market
actually wants. So once that sales centre is
in, we will have a much clearer idea just in
terms of who the market should be targeted at,
what the market is interested in doing. Is
there a rental component that could also be on
site? We tend to think that there probably is,
but we'll proof that and test that out once
that sales centre gets out and we are starting
to deal with the individual people who are
demonstrating a real interest that they want to
be on the site. So I saw -- okay, ma'am.
SPEAKER 16: I have a question with
regard to the height of the towers. You have
approval now from the City for 19 storeys.
When will you be applying for an extension to
that?
MR. REID: We're not applying for an
extension. We work through a process that
would have a series of public meetings where we
would -- we need to do more work, clearly more
study. You're interested in the impacts, the
traffic impacts, et cetera, et cetera, so we
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would work with the City, and we've only just
opened up that dialogue to establish probably
an 8- to 12-month process wherein we would try
to move through a process to reach agreement on
amendments to the policy frameworks.
SPEAKER 16: So there would be public
notice?
MR. REID: There would be. And that's
why it would take, like, that length of time.
SPEAKER 17: If this application to
raise the height of these towers is turned down
by the public or the City, would that hold the
development or would you just go ahead with the
19 storeys?
MR. REID: Do you want to answer that?
MR. TAYLOR: Yeah, sure. That's a good
question. Again, we're a little ways from
that. We've got people on the ground here and
we need to do more market research to show that
would support those towers. I don't know that
we would necessarily fire ahead. We're not in
the business of going ahead with things that
aren't supported by the community. We have a
very good reputation for listening and
following along with these processes. It is a
process. We could go with the 19 storeys. We
don't think that's the best use of this, and we
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want to build something that the majority are
proud of. So that's where we're at with that.
MR. REID: We know that the scheme
needs to change simply because we can't keep
the office building and have a five-storey, so
we know that there needs to be some change to
the overall master plan. I think we're
committed to working through a process with the
community to understand what is specifically
that change that works the best, both for
Amacon and for the community.

There's a question. There's three in
here that I'm going to get before I come back
to you. So, ma'am?
SPEAKER 18: Are you not going to change
the existing office towers? It's not going to
be bigger?
MR. REID: The office tower -- the
question is: you're not going to change the
office tower. It's not going to be bigger.
No, it's not going to be bigger and it's not
going to be taller. It's going to be re-clad,
so we're going to put a new surface treatment
on it, new windows. We're going to bring it
into the 21st century basically. Sir, you have
a question?
SPEAKER 19: What's your end date for
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building completion?
MR. REID: The end date for total
completion is we would like it to be eight
years from now. That would be a very
aggressive market. That would be you coming to
our sales centre saying, I want that unit and
it would be a whole bunch of other people doing
the same thing.
SPEAKER 19: So you're open to
acceleration?
MR. REID: We are open to
acceleration. In fact, it would be preferred.
And so if we can -- if we're sensing the market
is strong here, we would just like to chug
away. That's the other reason we want to
undertake this other process to look at
amending some of the policy that's in place.
We want to do that quickly.
SPEAKER 19: So that means that we have
demolition and the construction during the
wintertime, right?
MR. REID: You would have construction
in the wintertime definitely.
SPEAKER 19: And demolition in the
winter --
MR. REID: I'm not sure the
demolition.
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SPEAKER 19: -- through the Lois Holes
park they've been doing --
MR. TAYLOR: For sure it can. There's
obviously a cost benefit that we work through.
Summer demolition is a lot faster and easier
for the contractors and more cost-effective to
take care of that. So we can work through that
and we can go as quick as possible. Again,
market driven. And we want to get the
demolition completed on our first phase and the
large portion of the mall up to here, as Rick
alluded to earlier, this summer.
SPEAKER 19: Great.
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you.
MR. REID: There was a question right
behind. Yes, sir.
SPEAKER 20: The gentleman's comment
earlier was that you're prepared to work with
the people of St. Albert and what they want.
2008, 19 storeys was the maximum that the
people in St. Albert wanted. Why are you
coming back to raise it to 27 when you already
know what the people in St. Albert want?
MR. REID: I'll respond just briefly
to that. You know, things change. Amacon's
plans have changed. We do want to retain the
office building. It's an important use. We've
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heard from the tenants that they also want to
stay, so this is about making tradeoffs and
balances. Part of your Council's priorities
are cultivate economic prosperity. Well, we
think that we can contribute to that. If this
just becomes a discussion about height, that to
me is unfortunate. I think that there are lots
of interesting opportunities that this site can
provide in terms of jobs in the core of the
city, in terms of residential and employment
opportunities, so we actually want to have that
conversation, but it's broader than just the
issue of height.
SPEAKER 20: I don't think it is because
people in St. Albert actually stressed they
didn't want St. Albert to look like Edmonton
with all the high towers, and you're building
27 storeys high. There's no difference. We
may as well be Edmonton.
MR. REID: Thank you. We have
captured your comment. Questions? Yes.
SPEAKER 21: I'm just wondering about
the commercial space. Are you planning on
leasing commercial space and how do you plan
on -- the thing with downtown St. Albert is it
doesn't sustain its businesses well at all, so
why not use some of that commercial space to
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lower the towers if that's the problem with the
community or the question from the community is
lowering the towers rather than trying to
create all this commercial space that leasing
wise I don't know how well, really, it will do?
There's such a high turnover in the downtown
core and look how little it is, so in
comparison to this? Really, I think it's a
better use of your money and our time to have
the towers shorter and to use that space for
that versus commercial.
MR. TAYLOR: The question was about the
retail mix. We do retain it and lease it out.
We have a large portfolio, as I pointed to
earlier, over 2 million.
SPEAKER 22: Can you repeat that,
please?
MR. TAYLOR: Sure. The first question
or the question was about, do we retain the
retail, and we would. As I mentioned, we have
a large portfolio of retail. Part of that is
so that we can control that tenant mix and
ensure the success and the viability of the
overall scheme, so we would retain that to
answer that question.
SPEAKER 21: I mean, if you're looking
at a community where eight months out of the
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year it's winter, so you're not going to have a
lot of traffic coming into that area, I don't
think.
MR. MAH: It's the residents.
(Indiscernible) the residents are -- the
residents are the potential customers.
SPEAKER 21: So it's not for the benefit
of our community, it's for the benefit of the
people that are purchasing --
MR. REID: It's the benefit of
everybody. I mean, it's the people who choose
to purchase maybe a condominium or rent here
will have instant access to amenities at their
doorsteps. It's for the amenity of all of St.
Albert's people who want a unique and distinct
urban village that they could actually go out
for dinner in or meet friends in or go shopping
with. So the one thing that's important,
though, is Amacon will retain control over the
ground floor and so they will manage and
affectively shape the tenant mix.

One of the things that makes these kinds
of projects successful is that there is
somebody who is actually saying, Well, we need
this kind of tenant over here, this kind of
tenant over here. These tenants are about
lifestyle, these are about day-to-day
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amenities, these are about boutique and
specialty. And so who does that right? It's
actually the larger-scaled developers that
maintain shopping centres, and that's the kind
of retail and merchandizing mix that Amacon is
going to create.
SPEAKER 21: So it's going to be more
like big name companies like Shoppers Drug
Mart, Starbucks, those types of businesses that
you're thinking of putting in there?
MR. REID: We're not there yet. We
don't know what the merchandising mix is
actually going to be, but we would expect that
there would be some recognizable brands that
you people would all recognize or frequent.
SPEAKER 21: I thought that was part of
downtown's original concept was to have local
businesses, to have the local companies?
MR. REID: We would have both. I
think we would have both. I mean, Scotiabank
is a national chain. We'd like them to retain.
There's other national chains that could come
here, but we also want to support local
mom-and-pop businesses, so we think there's a
mix that can accommodate all of that. Sir?
SPEAKER 23: In your plan, are you
identifying anchor-related stores or something
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to develop the commercial side of it?
MR. REID: So the question is: in our
scheme, are we developing an anchor store that
would really make the retail go. We've talked
a lot about potentially an urban grocery store,
which would be pretty significant in the
downtown. That would probably be really well
received by virtually everybody. Sobeys has
got a good reputation for delivering urban
format retail, so Edmonton has got a really
wonderful Sobeys right on Jasper Avenue. It's
a smaller store. It fits into an urban
environment. Those are the kinds of things
that we'd be looking at over the long-term, but
we haven't determined what that mix is going to
be just yet.
SPEAKER 23: So no big box stores,
right?
MR. REID: I highly doubt it. There
is a question right at the back. Do you want
me to come to you?
SPEAKER 24: What are you offering for
the St. Albert youth?
MR. REID: What are we offering for
St. Albert youth? That's a really good
question. We actually want this place to be
accessible to youth. Maybe there are specific
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retail outlets that are more geared towards the
youth. I think we need to make sure that this
is welcoming and friendly to everybody. I
think the overall Downtown Area Redevelopment
Plan proposed a range of things for youth in
Millennium Park. What we're trying to do is
that with that bike -- multipurpose bike path
-- connect really strongly down Tache and
ultimately to the Sturgeon River and to
Millennium Park. That's one of the things that
we'd like to do because it can offer a range of
recreational opportunities for the youth. I
believe there was even a skate park proposed
through the Area Redevelopment Plan, but that's
something, and we'll take that under
consideration. We'll give that some more
thought. Thank you. Sir?
SPEAKER 25: (Indiscernible).
MR. REID: There were a number of
questions in there. How do we accommodate the
storm surges? I think one of the ways we're
going to do that is we know that some of the
pipes need to be upgraded. Not for this phase,
but for later phases as we move through the
master planning work, so we're not doing that
detailed work right now. We haven't actually
started it, but we're getting a sense of what
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might be required. We have done geotechnical
in a preliminary way. We do feel that we are
going to be able to build tall structures on
this site. And when we get into more of the
detailed exploration of specifically how we're
going to do this, we will better be able to
answer your question. Would you like to add to
that?
MR. MAH: I can say that when we do
develop the site -- the current site pretty
well all the stormwater that runs or hits this
site runs off the site. When we do redevelop
the site, we are mandated by the City's bylaws
to have stormwater retention on each property,
so our discharge rates will be controlled. And
in essence, we will be lowering the overall
rate that we discharge from the site as we
build out. So our stormwater system that is
currently outside of this property line will
receive less flow that you will see on the
build-out because we have to control our rate
of discharge.
SPEAKER 25: My concern was more about
the flow into the site.
MR. MAH: The flow that's coming off
site? We can only control, I guess, our site,
and the things that are off site, we'll
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definitely work with the City on what we are
doing, but that's stuff that's sort of beyond
our control.
MR. REID: Sir?
SPEAKER 26: I think this is a very
exciting development. I'm very enthused about
what you're planning for our city. I think
it's very timely. I think it will bring new
energy, new life for our downtown core, and so
I'm really looking forward to how this
develops. I'm part of the economic development
board, and one of the interests I have is in
regards to the retail setup and when would it
be developed and how does it fit into the other
outline of the downtown development plan?
MR. REID: You're asking specifically
about when does all the retail come on board?
Is that pretty much -- well, in a phased way.
And so we are starting with some retail in this
phase, which is probably oriented towards
providing day-to-day convenience/commercial,
and maybe something like a dry cleaners, so
day-to-day needs based. When we move into the
next phase, we actually are adding more
substantial retail components, so you know that
you need a critical mass of population to make
retail go generally, and that's one of the
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reasons the parent businesses downtown
sometimes do struggle. There aren't -- there
isn't a permanent base of residential
population that's living there, but we do have
the ability to add that in Phase 2, also in
looking at the retail component that would be
outfitted in the base of the office building,
so we really want to create a critical mass of
population but also retail, so Simon and his
team will be looking at crafting that retail
mix.

In many places in a development this
large, where it's phased, we may have retailers
that are in one location in one phase, but they
end up in a different location overall, so we
need that ability, that flexibility, to kind of
put three restaurants kind of across from one
another to create a little critical mass to
create an outdoor summer patio kind of scene,
those kinds of things. So those things need to
be kind of all located together, so we're
looking very closely at that as we move
forward. Sir.
SPEAKER 27: Are the finances in place
to complete Phase 1?
MR. REID: Are the finances in place
to complete Phase 1?
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MR. TAYLOR: That's a very specific
question. We are looking to move ahead as
quickly as possible. We've had this for too
long. We want to progress, so not politically
dancing around the question. We're committed
to moving forward as fast as we can, so you
will see construction here.
MR. REID: Just on that note, we'll
take more questions. We're here for some time
yet, but I notice people are kind of filtering
out. If you are filtering out because you have
lives and you need to get home and do things,
we absolutely recognize that. Please -- we're
interested in your comment sheets. They're
very important for us to -- kind of as a
leave-behind. We really want to get a broad
capture of what you say individually, what you
write down individually. We're getting a good
sense from the questions, but not everyone is
asking a question, so it's important to please
fill out those comment sheets and leave them
with us tonight. Sir?
SPEAKER 28: The theatre complex west of
us (indiscernible).
MR. REID: The question is: will the
theatre complex stay for long. Is that your
question? And will there be an opportunity for
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a similar type of facility in the future? To
answer your first question, no. The theatre is
going to be demolished in this first phase.
Again, just like the merchandizing mix, I don't
think Amacon has actually fully determined what
the future retail offerings are all going to
be. I think they wouldn't take that off the
table at this point, but they haven't
determined if that's, in fact, an absolute use
that would be coming to the site.
SPEAKER 28: Right now we have to drive
to Edmonton to see a movie.
MR. REID: I understand.

Ma'am, you had a question?
SPEAKER 29: These walls here that water
rushed over in 2008, or whatever it was, and
flooded this side here, are those going to be
developed or changed or -- you know, it speaks
to the gentleman's comment about the water
rushing --
MR. REID: Running down the side. So
I think I know what you're talking about.
There's a big retaining wall towards the back
of the site.
SPEAKER 29: And on the east.
MR. REID: Yes, and on the east as
well. Are those going to stay? In the long
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term, no, they're not going to stay. In the
short term, yes. In this first phase, they are
going to remain in place. We won't get to
dealing with these until we get to Phase 3. So
we have to first -- Phase 1, Phase 2, and then
it will be in Phase 3 that will address that
portion of the site.

Any other comments or questions? Sir,
do you want to stand up, or do you want me to
bring the microphone?
SPEAKER 30: I think I'm fine. Can we
have a look at figure 2? Do we have an
elevation of the south face of Block C? I
don't know if I can read it from here, but if
you could tell me yes or no.
MR. REID: You're asking to see the
master plan concept?
SPEAKER 30: Well, I want to see the
elevation.
MR. REID: We don't have an elevation;
we have an artist's depiction of a rendering.
So this is Building C. So this is an artist's
depiction of Building C-1. This is actually
the north façade of the building, so there's a
little parking court that comes in and around
here and this is kind of -- it's a splayed
L-shaped building, if you will.
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SPEAKER 29: It's the south face I want
to look at. So do you have the elevation but
bigger?
MR. REID: Yes. So that's the south
face. This is the face that fronts onto
Grenadier Park.
SPEAKER 30: Okay. In figure 2, you
outline a plot of land dedicated to Block C.
Is that all the land -- have you carefully
considered that that is all the land you need
for Block C, or are you going to have to do
some swapping with the City to get land for
Block C?
MR. REID: Let me just explain the
land swap and then we'll come back to that. I
think I actually missed it in the earlier
presentation.
SPEAKER 30: The land what?
MR. REID: The land swap.
SPEAKER 30: Okay.
MR. REID: So this is the concept that
was approved in 2008, so I think you're talking
about this little triangle down here, which is
currently today a piece of the park.

In 2008, when Amacon received its
permission for the 1,200 units, the 19-storey
buildings, they agreed to at the time of
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development they would undertake a land swap,
which there are two triangles that are shown up
here in blue, sir. One here that's inside the
park, and this is the land that the existing
parking structure is sitting on, so that
parking structure is built right out to that
corner.
SPEAKER 30: You just outlined to me
the south wall of the parking structure?
MR. REID: That's correct. So in
2008, Amacon agreed to a land swap, so it's
just a straightforward land swap. We would
give this back to the City of St. Albert as
park space to provide greater buffer to this
residential neighborhood in exchange for
parkland here of exactly the same area that we
would then utilize as a future development
site, so that was agreed --
SPEAKER 30: So you're not going to go
any more south than you are right now with the
face of the parking?
MR. REID: That's right. So the land
swap would change the overall property lines,
so here are the new property lines that would
be put in place, so, no, we're not going to go
outside our property lines.
SPEAKER 30: Okay. I don't want to wear
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you out.
MR. REID: Okay.
SPEAKER 30: I'll try to proceed here as
quickly as I can. You understand my interest
if you look at figure 2, in the bottom
left-hand corner of figure 2, there are three
property lines, there are three residential
property lines. Minus the third -- minus the
most westerly part. In other words, it stands
close to that park, so I'm pretty familiar with
that park and the way the land lies. The
concrete roof of the parkade is at the same
elevation as Grenadier Park at the back end.
MR. REID: That's correct.
SPEAKER 30: The exit from the parkade
is, I would say, some 8 metres lower?
MR. REID: That's correct.
SPEAKER 30: How are you going to
install a five-storey building there without
moving a hell of a lot of the land in Grenadier
Park in order to provide soil slope so we don't
get a soil collapse as the poor folks in
Washington just did? So have you considered
that 8 metres?
MR. REID: Yes, we have.
SPEAKER 30: Good.
MR. REID: Our landscape architect --
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actually, the gentleman is absolutely correct.
This is the height of the existing

parking structure, so you can see that the path
in Grenadier Park, which is shown just slightly
further south of the parking structure, is
almost 6 metres higher than the finished
elevation of the proposed building and the
at-grade elevation of the street, Grenadier
Crescent, so there is a great transition here.
This is the portion of land that is being
conveyed significantly to the City as new park.
We are proposing that we grade it at
approximately a 20-percent slope, which is
considered absolutely safe. You wouldn't have
a slippage in a 20-percent slope. That's
standard landscape architectural practice.
There will be a swale at the bottom of this
slope, which will run water away both from this
building and from the park, and the bottom of
this swale will also take landscaping and it
will take a privacy fence.
SPEAKER 30: A 20-percent slope to
overcome a differential of 6 metres is some 120
feet and it would be from the south face of
Block C. You don't have anything like 120 feet
of own land to build that slope on.
MR. REID: This is part of the land
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swap that we are offering the City, so it's
that land swap where today that parking
structure is situated, where it would be gone,
and so you're gaining considerable land from
here to the edge of the revised property line,
which in my opinion is approximately 30 metres,
so it's pretty substantive, which is about a
hundred feet.
SPEAKER 30: You did tell me earlier
that you weren't intending to encroach any
further in the southerly direction on Grenadier
Park.
MR. REID: No, that's correct, we're
not, but we do need to re-landscape this piece
to make up the grade differential between the 6
metres that are up here and what's going to be
down here at the revised property line, so it
is a simple, straightforward slope
relationship.
SPEAKER 30: Good luck, and thank you
for hearing me.
MR. REID: Okay. Thank you. Sir?
SPEAKER 31: Further on that point,
there's a retaining wall there now -- it
doesn't show on your diagram -- to the south.
Further up the slope are natural grasslands.
When we get one of these 2-and-a-half-inch
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summer thunderstorms -- two and a half inches
in an hour and a half, two hours, there's a
significant collection area that's going to
feed water down to what you say is a swale.
Unless that has tremendous carrying capacity,
that swale will be overwhelmed and the water
would be in the structure that you --
MR. REID: Again, the landscape
architect in combination with Stantec is
looking at the overall drainage solutions, so
again, the City needs to be satisfied that this
will all work. This is work that's coming
forward and in progress.
MR. TAYLOR: Just on that as well, we've
got -- we hope to have residences there and
we've had experience with this, you're right.
That is an issue we need to address that I can
see having drainage along that line. There
will be lawn drains that we can clean out. It
will be well thought through.
SPEAKER 31: In terms of hypotheticals,
the woman pointed out here in 2008 that the
water overwhelmed the retaining wall, which had
some pre-board above the ground level and
poured down into the parking area that's facing
on into the building.
MR. TAYLOR: They will be our retail
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tenants in the future, and the last thing we
want is for them to have a flood. That is
something we don't want to have, so we will
look at that carefully.
SPEAKER 32: I would like to make a
comment about the landscape architecture.
Somebody earlier had said that we have winter
for six months of the year here. I think
that's conservative. I think it's more like
nine months, at least it feels this way this
year. And one of the things that we need to
consider in a land development is building a
place that's appropriate for a winter city
like we are, and so I know that your landscape
architecture firm is in Vancouver and you're
showing lots of foliage and green space, but
most of the time we're either brown or white,
and there's a lot of things that a development
can do to enhance a winter city, especially for
walking and heat treatments and sidewalks and
things like that, so I hope you're able to
consider that.
MR. TAYLOR: Absolutely.
MR. REID: Thank you. Any other
comments? Are we commented out?
SPEAKER 33: When you start construction
on Block B and C, are you going to be doing
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them both simultaneously or are you going to
start one before the other?
MR. REID: I think, Simon, that
Buildings B and C will probably occur almost at
the same time. I mean, really, probably, yes.

Any last thoughts? Going once, going
twice. All right. I'd like to say on behalf
of Amacon and our team, we'd like to thank you
all very much for coming out. Your comments,
again, as I've indicated, are very important to
us, so please leave us your comment sheets.

You know how to stay informed about
this, so do check the website. In two weeks
that should be up. And we hope to have a
regular from of dialogue with you as we move
forward through what we think is a really
exciting initiative. So thank you all for
coming.

(MEETING CONCLUDED AT 8:45 P.M.)
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I, Jamee L. Cherniwchan, Court Reporter,
hereby certify that the foregoing pages are a complete
and accurate transcript of the proceedings taken down by
me in shorthand and transcribed to the best of my skill
and ability.

Dated at the City of Edmonton, in the
Province of Alberta, this 14th day of April, A.D. 2014.

___________________________
J. L. Cherniwchan,
Court Reporter.



 
 
 

 

 

CIRCULATION COMMENTS 
Amendment to Schedule F of the Land Use 
Bylaw   

 
 

 
Resident comments within the scope of this proposed amendment 
Comments relating directly to Amendment of Schedule F 

Comment Response 

Support for the development as it provides 
a ‘kick-start’ for downtown redevelopment 
and enhance and add value to downtown 
St. Albert. (1 response received after June 
1, 2015) 

 

Support for the project will provide a 
diversity of housing choices for families 
and seniors in a central location to a 
number of services. (1 response received 
after June 1, 2015) 

 

The resulting growth and vibrancy in our 
downtown Perron District that will result 
from higher density housing which in turn 
will drive further business growth.  
Investment funds must flow into downtown 
to provide opportunities for growth. (2 
responses received after June 1, 2015) 

 

No objection for the increase from 4 to 5 
storeys in Schedule F. (3 responses 
received before June 1, 2015) 

 

Non support for Amendment to Schedule 
F, from adjacent land owners. (4 
responses received before June 1, 2015) 

No rationale provided for the objections. 

Sanitary Sewer Capacity-Why is 
development of this scale being permitted 

Until infrastructure upgrades are complete, 
the developer will be restricted to 

Attachment 5 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 
before upgrades and maintenance of 
existing infrastructure system are 
complete? (1 response received before 
June 1, 2015) 

developing to the sanitary capacity 
previously allocated to the Grandin Mall.  
Phase 1 development is within the existing 
onsite capacity. 

 
Resident comments outside the scope of this proposed amendment 
Comments relating to the redevelopment of the Grandin Mall Site 

Comment Response 

The proposed towers at the Grandin Mall 
site will not add anything positive, they will 
do just the opposite-they will be a 
perpetual eyesore, they will overwhelm 
everything that is there now, they will 
cause huge congestion. (1 Response 
received after June 1, 2015) 

The towers on the Grandin Mall site were 
approved by Council in 2008 for heights of 
19 storeys.  Amacon provided an Impact 
Analysis in 2007 to support their 
development.  Traffic mitigation measures 
are recommended once construction 
commences.  

Protection of the old white spruce trees 
along the south side of the former 
parkade.  (2 response received before 
June 1, 2015) 

A tree management/protection plan will be 
required to be submitted by the developer 
at the Phase 1 Development Permit Stage. 

Concerns for sun shadow issues with 
development of high rise towers. (2 
responses received before June 1, 2015) 

Administration acknowledges there may 
be potential sun/shadow issues with future 
stages of development.  Sun/shadow 
studies will be required at time of 
applications. 

History of Flooding issues of the Grandin 
Mall. (1 response received before June 1, 
2015) 

A major upgrade of the storm outfall at 
Tache Street was completed in 2014.  
Additional storm water management 
upgrades are planned for 2015 and 2016 
to Perron Street. 

Decreases in property values and lifestyles 
to adjacent properties. (1 response 
received before June 1, 2015) 

There are many factors that impact 
property values and lifestyles. 

Concern with future plans for 19+ storey 
building proposed for the balance of the 
site. (3 responses received before June 1, 
2015) 

The amendment in question is for the 
increase from 4 to 5 storeys.  Tower 
buildings are not part of this amendment. 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 
Traffic and Parking- the influx of population 
and commercial growth from this 
development will create traffic flow that 
cannot be serviced by the existing system. 
(4 responses received before June 1, 
2015)  With DARP proceeding this will 
create even more congestion. (1 response 
received before June 1, 2015) 

A Traffic Impact Analysis was completed 
when the current overall site plan was 
approved by Council in 2008.  
Administration has developed a Parking 
Study to Council in May 2015 to inform a 
strategy to parking issues throughout 
Downtown.   

Flood Plain-This development is large 
enough that it could create drainage 
issues for adjacent lands and for Perron 
Street. (1 response received before June 
1, 2015) 

A major upgrade of the storm outfall at 
Tache Street were completed in 2014.  
Additional storm water management 
upgrades are planned for 2015 and 2016 
to Perron Street. 

Objections to entire project – no rationale 
provided. (1 response received before 
June 1, 2015) 

 

Comments relating to general non support of DARP 

General opposition to the DARP. (2 
responses received before June 1, 2015) 

DARP was approved by Council in August 
of 2010.   

 

Internal Comments 
Manager of Transportation: 

Comment Response 
The only transportation notes would be to 
ensure on site parking is adjusted to 
accommodate increased residency. 

The applicant will be required to provide 
onsite parking as per the Land Use Bylaw. 

Is there any information provided as to 
exact impact of increase of residents? I 
suspect that this change will not 
necessitate any major changes to the TIA 
or roadway impact review, however 
knowing the exact numbers would assist 
us in providing direct comments and 
acknowledge actual impact – as from the 
site plan there is a substantial area being 
converted from the 4 storeys to 5. 

Bunt & Associates completed a high level 
traffic assessment for the development of 
Phase 1 in January 2014. Within the 
January 2014 review, a total of 152 
residential units were included in which is 
greater than the currently proposed 142 
units. Based on the January 2014 
assessment, the proposed Grandin Park 
Plaza Phase 1 development is anticipated 
to generate traffic activity levels less than 
or equal to volumes generated by Grandin 
Mall in 2007. Therefore, the access 
strategy developed for the existing 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 

Grandin Mall site is anticipated to be 
sufficient to accommodate the first phase 
of redevelopment. 
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CITY COUNCIL 
AGENDA REPORT 

Subject: BYLAW 23/2015, SCHEDULE F, BUILDING HEIGHTS 
FOR GRANDIN MALL REDEVELOPMENT 

Recommendations 

Bylaw 23/2015 - Land Use Bylaw (LUB) (Schedule F, Building Heights for 
Grandin Mall Redevelopment) 

1. That Bylaw 23/2015, being Amendment 124 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2015, be
read a first time.

2. That Bylaw 23/2015 be read a second time.

3. That unanimous consent be given for consideration of third reading of Bylaw
23/2015.

4. That Bylaw 23/2015 be read a third and final time.

Purpose of Report 

The purpose of the report is to amend the allowable building height in Schedule F 
of the Land Use Bylaw to be consistent with the Downtown Area Redevelopment 
Plan (DARP). 

Council Direction 

Policy 17.2 in the Municipal Development Plan requires conformance of the Land 
Use Bylaw with the Municipal Development Plan.  The Downtown Area 
Redevelopment Plan (DARP) bylaw 5/2010 was approved by Council on August 
16, 2010 which indicates 5 storey buildings on the site in question.   

Policy 17.3 of the Municipal Development Plan requires compliance between the 
Municipal Development Plan, and all statutory plans including Area Structure 
Plans, Area Redevelopment Plans, the Land Use Bylaw, and development permit 
applications. 

City Council Agenda 
June 1, 2015 / Page 1 
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Background and Discussion 
 
Schedule F, Building Heights for the Grandin Mall Redevelopment, was 
established with Bylaw 14/2008.  The intent of Schedule F was to identify where 
specific building heights would occur when the Grandin Mall site is redeveloped. 
 
On August 16, 2010, DARP Bylaw 5/2010 was adopted by Council.  This 
document provides a vision and policy direction for the redevelopment of the 
downtown, which includes the Grandin Mall site.  Figure 33, Building Heights, 
identifies where specific building heights can be located in the downtown 
(Attachment 2, DARP Figure 33, Building Heights).  For the southern portion of the 
20A and 22 Sir Winston Churchill site, a height of 3-5 storeys (12-18 m) is 
identified. 
 
Amacon, the landowner of the Grandin Mall, is designing the first phase of their 
development, which is located in the southwest corner of the parcel (Attachment 3, 
Phase 1 Site Location).  The development proposal for phase 1 has building 
heights of 5 storeys in accordance with DARP.  However, Schedule F of the Land 
Use Bylaw identifies allowable building height of 4 storeys (14 m).  The proposed 
amendment to Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw is to amend the allowable 
building height from 4 storeys (14 m) to 5 storeys (20 m).   
 
Schedule F Building Heights 

Current Proposed 
4 Storeys (14m) 5 Storeys (20m) 

 
Staff notes the difference of 2 metres between Figure 33 the DARP showing 18 m, 
and the request of Amacon for 20 m, however, section 4.2.2 (c) of DARP indicates 
an interpretation that 5 storeys would have a maximum height of 20 m.  The Direct 
Control Mixed Use (DCMU) district also permits for 20 m buildings in downtown.  
The applicant has decided to pursue the 20 m height limit for consistency and to 
avoid introducing another building height number into the DCMU district within the 
Land Use Bylaw.  This would allow for taller ceilings and greater design flexibility 
on each floor, or for the ground floor to have a taller ceiling.  For consistency, a 
future DARP amendment may be required if approval is to be rendered for this 
proposed height. 
 
Stakeholder Communications or Engagement 
 
On March 25, 2014, Amacon held a public meeting with 95 registered attendees.  
The discussion in the transcript identifies building heights in the first phase would 
be 5 storeys (Attachment 4, Transcript March 2014) on several occasions 
throughout the transcript.  The transcripts reflect comments and conversations 
about the building heights on the site as a whole from 5 to 19 storeys and higher. 
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There was one concern relating to the transitional heights between the site and 
adjacent homes, but no comments directly regarding the proposed 5 storeys. 
 
Approximately 470 notification letters dated April 7, 2015, about the proposed 
amendment to Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw, were mailed to property owners 
within a 200-metre radius of the Grandin Mall site, and to those who have attended 
previous public meetings held by Amacon. 
 
Staff received one phone call in opposition to the proposed amendment from a 
member of the public, staff responded with a follow up letter to clarify the proposed 
amendment which has been included in Attachment 5.  Four comments were 
received that stated opposition to the proposed building heights and three that 
stated no objection to the proposed amendment. 
 
Staff received 12 emails and one hand delivered letter with concerns related to 
future building heights for the Grandin Mall, parking, servicing, trees and other 
general questions.  The remainder of these comments are not germane to the 
proposed amendment.   
 
The proposed amendment was provided to internal departments and external 
referral agencies with no objections being received.  One comment was received 
that parking must accommodate the increase in the number of residencies due to 
the increased building height.  Parking requirements will be addressed at the 
development permit stage. 
 
Attachment 5 is a summary of the comments received from the April 2015 
notification along with a copy of the letter sent by staff to a resident to further clarify 
the amendment and of the emails received from residents (Attachment 5, 
Circulation Comments). 
 
Implications of Recommendation(s) 
 
If Schedule F were to remain unchanged, the Land Use Bylaw would continue to 
be inconsistent with the DARP.  Additionally the Alberta Building Code is now 
changed to allow wood frame buildings to be up to 6 storeys.  Amacon is proposing 
wood frame construction to 5 Storeys.  This proposed amendment allows for more 
diverse building options.  The Amacon site design proposes lower building heights 
near Grenadier Park and increased heights towards Sir Winston Churchill Avenue. 
 
a) Financial: 

• None at this time. 
 

b) Legal / Risk: 
• None at this time. 
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c) Program or Service: 
• None at this time. 
 

d) Organizational: 
• None at this time. 

 
Alternatives and Implications Considered 
 
If Council does not wish to support the recommendation of 5 storeys (20 m), the 
following alternative would be that Amacon develops as per the existing 
regulations of Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw, which is a maximum of 4 storeys 
(18 m), which may not be financially viable for the developer. 
 
Strategic Connections 
 
a) Council’s Strategic Outcomes and Priorities 

• CULTIVATE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY:  A diversified, robust and resilient 
economic foundation to support growth and community service delivery. 

• CULTIVATE A GREEN COMMUNITY:  A healthy natural environment for 
future generations that preserves and promotes enjoyment, conservation, 
and responsible development. 

• CULTIVATE SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES:  A 
growing community that has balanced development and management of 
civic facilities, transportation networks, and related services. 

 
b) Long Term Plans 

• Municipal Development Plan Bylaw 15/2007. 
• Downtown Area Redevelopment Plan Bylaw 5/2010. 

 
c) Corporate Objectives 

• Ensure our customers are very satisfied. 
 
d) Council Policies 

• Not applicable. 
 

e) Other Plans or Initiatives 
• Not applicable. 

 
Attachments 
 

1. Bylaw 23/2015, Amendment 124 to the Land Use Bylaw 9/2015, Schedule F 
2. DARP, Figure 33, Building Heights 
3. Staging Map, 20A & 22 Sir Winston Churchill Ave. 
4. Transcript, Public Consultation Session, March 2014 
5. Circulation Comments, Amendment to Schedule F of the Land Use Bylaw 
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Originating Department(s): Planning Branch 
Author(s): 
General Manager Approval: 

Lenore Mitchell, Senior Planner and Karen Oxley, Planner 
Gilles Prefontaine, Chief Community Development Officer 

 
City Manager Signature:   

Date: 
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